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1. EARTH SCIENCE CONSERVATION IN THE OUTER HEBRIDES 

Earth science conservation is a branch of applied science whose first duty is to 
guarantee the continued existence of those features, such as rock outcrops and land
forms, which are required for the training of students and for the conduct of research. 
This it can achieve in a variety of ways, ranging from influencing the planning process 
to physically cleaning rock faces. In a second role, earth science conservation seeks to 
ensure that any overall assessment of the environment gives due consideration to 
geological and geomorphological factors, especially when such assessments consider 
impacts which could arise from proposed development. In the Outer Hebrides the 
first role is currently dominant and will remain so until large-scale industrial activity, 
comparable to that now experienced in Shetland and Orkney, is imminent. 

The geology of the Outer Hebrides is arguably the most complicated in Britain 
and, for this reason, the islands have challenged research workers ever since the 
emergence of the earth sciences. For many years this challenge could not be fully 
accepted, as little progress could be made towards unravelling the geological history 
of the islands until sophisticated investigatory techniques had been developed. In a 
somewhat similar way, the Outer Hebrides have posed a challenge to earth science 
conservation ever since this came to be systematically practised and again it has been 
necessary to await the development and the application of techniques before progress 
could be achieved. 

The Development of Earth Science Conservation in Scotland 

Earth science conservation began in Scotland in the late nineteenth century when 
the first sporadic efforts to protect individual localities of unusual significance were 
made. In Glasgow, for example, the Parks Department have conserved a group of 
stumps and prostrate trunks of Lepidodendron - the "Fossil Grove" - ever since 
its discovery in 1887. Similarly Edinburgh has given somewhat intermittent protection 
for many years to a rock surface at the foot of the southern slopes of Blackford Hill 
where Agassiz in 1840 recognised evidence for the former existence of glaciers in 
Scotland. Each of these projects was confined to a single locality and it was not until 
an increased consciousness of the environment had developed during the Second World 
War that the need to conserve the national heritage of geological and geomorphological 
localities as a whole was recogllised. 

In 1941 the Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves (now the Society for 
the Promotion of Nature Conservation) convened a conference to consider the place Of 
nature preservation (sic) in post-war reconstruction. An outcome of this conference 
was the establishment of the Natme Reserves Investigation Committee and, later, of a 
special Sub-Committee to consider the requirements of the earth sciences. The Report 
of the Sub-Committee appeared in 1945 and identified 390 localities thought worthy 
of conservation. Its publication marked a milestone in the development of earth science 
conservation in that, for the first time, the protection of important localities was 
proposed on a national scale. Only England and Wales were covered and no companion 
volume for Scotland was produced. However, in 1948, Or (now Professor) 
J.G.C. Anderson went some way towards rectifying this deficiency by listing sixty of 
the most important Scottish localities. 
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Plate 1.	 North West Coast of North Vist. Folded Scourie dyke in 
grey gneiss. 
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In 1949 the Nature Conservancy was created by Royal Charter and when, in 1950, 
its staff came to include a geologist, he was set to implement the Report of the 
Geological Sub-Committee by arranging for the conservation of the localities it 
specified as Sites of Special Scientific Interest under the provisions of the National 
Parks and Access to the Countryside Act, 1949. In Scotland the basis for the sel~tion 

of conserved sites was Anderson's list, even though this was recognised as very 
incomplete. In an attempt to make good the omissions, a select number of senior 
Scottish geologists were invited to recommend further localities, so that by 1954 
110 new sites had been added. In this much modified form Anderson's list remained the 
basis for earth science conservation in Scotland for several years. As geological 
conservation became an increasingly familiar concept, however, a growing number of 
geologists approached the Conservancy and brought further localities to its attention. 
Such proposals were scrutinised and, if of sufficient standard, accepted for 
conservation; in this way the number of sites known to the Conservancy in Scotland 
increased from 170 to 245 in the decade 1954 - 1964. 

By this time, however, it had been realised that a generally acceptable and 
balanced national network of conserved localities could not be constructed merely 
by lumping together the random proposals made by a number of geologists working in 
isolation, no matter how great the personal expertise of each proposer might be. 
Accordingly it was decided that site selection should no longer be based on 
recommendations by individual opinion but, rather, should depend on the consensus 
of opiqion of all geologists with relevant knowledge. A programme, estimated to take 
twenty years to complete, was formulated to ensure that the coverage of all aspects of 
the geological interest of Britain was systematically reviewed in full consultation 
with the appropriate experts. After a number of successful trials, the programme was 
brought into full operation in 1964. 

Such a programme of systematic revision must depend for its effectiveness on 
expertise drawn from outside the Conservancy. Each phase of the review commences 
with the preparation of a list of localities already known to the Conservancy and 
believed to be of high significance; these lists are circulated to all geologists known 
to have an appropriate interest. Their advice is requested in identifying new localities 
and their comments invited on those already listed. To facilitate the collation of the 
experts' views, meetings are held, typically in four or five centres throughout Britain, 
at which expe!ts and Conseryancy staff join in reassessing the value of existing sssrs 
and in evaluating new proposals; these are supplemented by correspondence and 
individual discussion. After a consensus of opinion has been approached in this way, 
and the newly proposed localities have been documented from the literature and 
inspected in the field, a revised list of localities is prepared and circulated widely. 
This proVides an opportunity for final comment and a check on the comprehensiveness 
of the coverage. Since this method of site identification and assessment was adopted, 
the number of Scottish localities recognised as of sufficient value to warrant conserva
tion has almost doubled, even though the revision programme is still unfinished. 

The network of geomorphological sites is at present less complete than the 
geological coverage for, while work on geological localities has proceeded more or 
less continuously since 1945, the systematic search for their geomorphological 
analogues commenced only in 1972. The same techniques are used to iden tify the 
significant localities and have-proved effective, although the recognition of sites 
of true national value presents some difficulties. 
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Plate 2. Dig, Lewis. Sand and gravel extraction from the large esker ridges at Carnish. Photograph
taken in March 1973. 
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Plate 3. Dig, Lewis. Photograph taken in July 1976 from the same viewpoint showing the rate of 
growth of the working. 



The Development of Earth Science Conservation in the Outer Hebrides 

In view of their unique earth science interest, it is surprising, at first sight, that 
the Outer Hebrides find no mention in the early lists of sites worthy of conservation. 
Anderson's list contains no representative of the Outer Isles, either in its original 1948 
form or as augmented by 1954, and none of the 75 additional localities brought to the 
Conservancy's attention after 1954 lie in the Outer Hebrides. Yet, throughout this 
period, the outline of the islands' structure was well-known - for example, the 
existence of the Outer Hebrides Thrust and its associated cataclastic rocks, of a type 
and abundance unique in Britain, had been firmly established. 

The popularity of the islands as a scene for research has shown marked fluctuations 
over the past century, periods of intense interest alternating with periods of inactivity. 
These fluctuations can be clearly traced through the variations in the output of 
scientific papers from decade to decade. A study of the literature shows that the first 
period of marked interest in the Outer Hebrides began in 1873. It persisted for some 
fifteen years in which time six papers, principally describing the glacial phenomena 
and superficial deposits, appeared. On the other hand, over the next thirty-five years, 
when research activity was intense on the nearby mainland and Inner Hebrides, interest 
in the Outer Hebrides was at a very low level and only one minor paper was published. 
Thus, while the significance of overthrusts was first becoming appreciated and when the 
sequence of nappes in Assynt elucidated, the Outer Hebrides were virtually ignored, 
perhaps because they were at one and the same time too simple, only one major rock 
unit being recognised, and too complex, the structures within this unit not being 
amenable to study by the available techniques. By 1923, interest had revived and the 

.succeeding fifteen years saw the publication of sixteen papers; these provided the first 
attempt at a detailed appraisal of the petrology and structure of the islands, studies of 
the coastline past and present, descriptions of some of the outlying island groups and 
records of superficial deposits. Interest then virtually ceased for a period of twenty 
years, until the present research boom began just before 1960. The current upsurge in 
interest is doubly remarkable for not only have some forty publications already 
appeared - and there are obviously many more to come - but interest has been more 
widely spread than previously. Geologists have investigated the structural development, 
petrogenesis, petrology, mineralogy, geochrono10gy and tectonic setting of the islands 
while geomorphologists have surveyed the suite of machair landforms, determined 
changes in sea-level and reappraised the glacial history. 

The start of systematic earth science conservation in Scotland thus coincided with a 
lull in interest in the Outer Hebrides, when no research was being carried out. Further
more, all but two of the workers who had been active between 1923 and 1938 had 
died before 1950 - of the two survivors, one was living and workillg in the south of 
England while the other had retired from active participation in geological affairs. 
There was thus no-one to press for the inclusion of Outer Hebridean localities in 
Anderson's list of 1948 or to join the select number of senior Scottish geologists 
invited to augment it. That no localities were brought to the Conservancy's attention 
in the years that immediately followed also need occasion little surprise. 

Fortunately there is a complete contrast between present conditions and those
 
that prevailed at the birth of systematic earth science conservation. The current and
 
unprecedented growth of research investigations into all aspects of the geology of
 
the Outer Hebrides has produced a new and numerous generation of experts; the
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Scourie dykes in differing states of deformation. 
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Geology and Physiography Section of the Conservancy has meanwhile developed, 
tested and proved practices of widespread consultation whereby expertise derived 
from research can be made available to conservation and the localities of the 
highest interest positively identified. Thanks to the establishment of close liaison 
between the research and conservation interest, it has been possible for the fust 
time not only to draw up comprehensive lists of the best localities in the Outer 
Hebrides but also to compile a substantial report "The Outer Hebrides - Localities 
of Geological and Geomorphological Importance" in which 115 selected localities 
are described and assessed; fifty-six of these are recognised to possess national or 
international significance and hence to be worthy of conservation. The preparation 
of this Feport would not have been possible without the co-operation of twenty,
five experts who drew freely on their wide-ranging experience to provide the 
requisite advice. Through their efforts earth science conservation in the Outer 
Hebrides has been placed on a firm factual basis and the needs of the earth 
sciences can now receive every consideration should major development come 
to the islands. If this happens it will be reassuring to know that the areas of 
highest earth science interest have been identified, assessed and notified to the 
planning authorities, at both local and national levels, long before the bulldozers 
arrive. 

A number of conclusions of general application can be drawn from the history 
of earth science conservation in the Outer Hebrides. Experience gained in the 
years before 1964 clearly points out the dangers of attempting to compile a 
balanced list of important localities from the recommendations of individuals 
working on their own or through the deliberations of a small select committee 
with a widely drawn remit. It also demonstrates that an absence of spontaneously 
generated site proposals or a temporary dearth of potential advisors cannot be 
assumed to indicate a low level of scientific interest. 

Experience drawn from the years after 1964, on the other hand, shows with 
equal clarity the advantages to be gained from seeking the widest possible 
consultation with experts so that site selection can be based on the consensus of 
their opinions. This implies that site selection arId assessment can only follow 
research in the field; without research activity it is well-nigh impossible to draw 
up and justify a comprehensive site list. Timing isof high significance - if research 
activity lapses over a number of years, site identification becomes progressively more 
difficult as the advisors dwindle in numbers and rely on information drawn from an 
ever receding past. 

There is thus a symbiosis between earth science research and earth science 
conservation. The research workers in their investigations establish the importance 
of critical localities whose survival should be secured so that they remaill available 
for future study. The conservationists have the duty and the (somewhat limited) 
powers to proVide the neccessary security but can only do so if they have the co
operation of the researchers in site selection and assessment. Only thus can a list 
of conserved sites be established on a firm and factual basis; only sites in such a 
list can have the best prospects for survival. 
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2. PROGRESS WITH THE NATIONAL SCHEME FOR
 
SITE DOCUMENTATION
 

During the past few years several regional and national projects for the recording 
and documenting of localities of all types of natural science interest have been 
launched throughout Britain. In 1976 the Geological Curators' Group, a body 
affiliated to the Geological Society of London, instituted the national scheme 
for documenting localities of geological interest and received a grant from the NCC 
to support its programme. John Cooper, the Treasurer of the Ge.ological Curators' 
Group and the Executive Chairman of the National Scheme for Geological Site 
Documentation reports below on the progress already achieved. 

For a number of reasons the objectives of the scheme are of great importance to 
geological conservation at all levels. In Britain we have an established network of 
over a thousand localities recognised to be of national geological interest and 
scheduled as Sites of Special Scientific Interest. These however are only a small 
fraction of the total number of localities of value, or potential value, to geological 
education and research; it has been estimated that there are approximately 
100,000 such localities, but most are either completely unknown or known only 
to a few. In consequence it appears likely that localities of potential, local or regional 
significance have been, and are being, destroyed because, "nobody knew they were 
there". Further, it has been estimated that about half the geological field education 
in Britain takes place on the nationally significant SSSI's Many of these are 
research sites unsuited to mass educational usage but nevertheless they continue to 
be visited year after year by parties of all educational levels, including primary 
school children. Such overuse has most undesirable consequences - rock faces are 
degraded and obscured by man-made talus, landowners and occupiers are hostiliated 
and refuse permission for access, and specimens which might be of great research 
significance are removed, and later lost, by parties who do not appreciate their worth. 
These problems would be greatly reduced if alternative localities of educational 
value, currently unknown and therefore ignored, were identified, documented 
and brought into use, especially by parties at the less advanced academic levels; 
in this way the classic research sites could be left to fulfil their proper function. 

In any attempt, whether local or national, to preserve the numerous unknown rock 
exposures from loss through development and to achieve a more rational use of 
classic sites,l1 comprehensive collation of site records is clearly essential. 

John Cooper writes :

"The constitution of the Geological Curators' Group includes as an objective 
"the advancement of the documentation and conservation of geological sites" and 
this forms the keynote of the Scheme. At present it is difficult to formulate 
national conservation proposals for all localities of geological interest since there 
is so little collated information about our overall field resources in the earth sciences. 
How to make the best use of these resources is a problem requiring long discussion 
in order to achieve a satisfactory solution. As an aid to that discussion, and as a 
preliminary to reaching any decisions, the Committee for Geological Site 
Documentation regards the objective collection of information as a basic and essential 
prerequisite. This does not of course imply that we are not prepared to enter into 
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discussions concerning overall conservation policies or that we shall not play our part 
in local or national conservation issues, but simply that we have our priorities. 

It is within that framework of thinking that the National Scheme came into 
being last March. Whilst the Geological Curators' Group is its parent, overall manage
ment has been handed over to a Committee for Geological Site Documentation 
(C.G.S.D.) whose members are drawn from the major geological societies of the 
country and who represent as wide a body of opinion and expertise as is possible. 
Part of this Committee consists of an Executive body of four members who run 
the day to day affairs of the Scheme and who implement the policy decisions of 
the Committee. 

The CGSD was constituted on the 28th July 1977 and at present, its member
ship is as follows: 

Or R.G. Clements (Leicester University - Chairman) 
I.A. Cooper (Leicestershire Museums - Executive Chairman 

& GCG Treasurer) 
M.F. Stanley (Derby Museums - Executive Member) 
P.W. Phillips (Merseyside County Museums - Executive Member). 
K.W. Sedman (County Geologist, Cleveland - Executive 

Member) 
Or I.E. Robinson (University College - Geol. Ass.) 
Pro£. D. Dineley (Bristol University - Geol. Soc.) 
Or R.I. King (Leicester University - Min. Soc.) 
Dr P. Toghill (Birmingham University - Pal. Soc.) 
D.S. Scott (Crewe & Alsager College - A.T.G.) 

This membership will grow as nominations from other societies (national and 
regional) and from industry are received. 

Information about geological sites is at present restricted to the local level where 
it is collected, stored and handled according to agreed methods and standards. It 
was recognised early in the history of site documentation that museums, particularly 
County Museum Services, could fulfIl a vital role in any nationally organised scheme. 
Many museums were already maintaining site records to a greater or lesser extent; 
museum geologists accept a greater responsiblility for their local environment than 
any others (except local societies); museums have the ability to store information 
securely and there is a natural affinity between local information and local collections. 
Those museums which have not collected site information in the past have readily 
accepted the fact that they should and have been drawn willingly into the National 
Scheme. In addition to museums, and of particular significance in those parts of 
the country not covered by fully fledged museum services, there are other institu
tions able to carry out the recording of site information and these have been 
invited to join. 

An early task for the CGSD has been to designate recording centres willing to play 
a role within the Scheme. Before any centre is recognised, it must satisfy certain 
criteria laid down by the Committee and by so doing provide evidence that it is 
capable of carrying out the work required to an acceptable standard. It was early 
recognised, however, that certain institutions, whilst being fully capable of making a 
worthwhile contribution to the Scheme, would not be able to meet the criteria laid 
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down by the Committee, and some solution had to be found by which local amateur 
societies and individuals could add their support to the Scheme. It was decided to 
designate not only Geological Locality Record Centres "responsible for the collection, 
storage, maintenance and suitable dissemination of locality information relating to a 
specific area" but also Geological Locality Recording Units which "are organisations 
not in a position to fulfil the complete role of a Centre, particularly in the storage, 
maintenance and dissemination of information, but which will be better able to 
collect such information from a restricted area", To ensure the preservation of 
information collected by Recording Units each must formally agree to pass their 
information on to the most suitable Record Centre, either in toto or by copying (With 
costs to be borne by the Scheme). 

Applications for designation were invited late last year, and to date the follOWing 
organisations have been designated as Record Centres. 
Bradford Metropolitan Museum (Keighley) 
Museum of Isle of Wight Geology (Sandown) 
North Hertfordshire Museums (Letchworth) 
Hancock Museum (Newcastle) 
Norfolk Museums (Norwich) 
Warwickshire Museums (Warwick) 
St. Albans Museum 
Yorkshire Museum (York) 
Doncaster Museum 
Buckinihamshire County Museums (Aylesbury) 
Sheffield City Museum 
Shropshire County Museum (Ludlow) 
Cleveland County Museum Service (Middlesbrough)
 
Tyne & Wear County Museum (Sunderland)
 
Ulster Museum (Belfast)
 
Grosvenor Museum (Chester)
 
The Manchester Museum
 
Plymouth City Museum
 
Merseyside County Museums
 
Passmore Edwards Museum (London)
 
Derby Museum
 
Several other applications are outstanding and any further designations will be
 
announced irffuture issues of the Information Circular, as well as elsewhere.
 

One of the most difficult jobs that had to be done before this Scheme could work 
was the formulation of standardised recording methods and procedures. It was clear 
from the outset that it would be necessary to agree these at the earliest opportunity 
to prevent an undesirable continuation of pre~xisting practice whereby site 
information was being recorded by widely differing techniques and to widely differing 
standards. In such circumstances any retrieval of information ~m a national scale would 
produce, at best, poor results. To avoid this, standard recording formats were evolved 
and have been printed. They are to be circulated, along with a set of recording 
instructions and more general recommendations concerning storage, indexing, 
confidentiality etc, before the next field season begins; until then, centres are using· 
sets of draft instructions. 
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The National Scheme is coming to the end of its fust year's operation. Clearly, a 
year is not long enough for any of the Record Centres to do all that is necessary to 
supply information in the required manner. Not only that, but there are no full time 
staff involved in the Scheme, and our administration is completely dependent on the 
goodwill of our respective employing authorities. We are therefore not yet in a position 
to advertise our services, particularly to schools and other potential users, but can only 
seek to attract societies and individuals who can help in the arduous work of recording 
and to make known the aims of the Scheme throughout the geological profession 
(see also Information areuw /2, p.9). To a certain extent, therefore, the publicity 
the Scheme has received in the New Scientist and subsequently in the national and 
local press was a little premature, and not always fully accurate. As a result plans to 
publicise the Scheme are being advanced, partly to correct any misconceptions 
arising from these press reports, and partly to take advantage of the publicity the 
Scheme has inadvertently gained. A further article will appear in the New Scientist 
shortly and an information leaflet about the Scheme for circulation to universities, 
schools, colleges, local societies and industry is in preparation. This leaflet will be 
made available via a number of publications, including a subsequent number of this 
Infonnation areular. Meanwhile, any enquiries about the Scheme will be gratefully
 
received by the author and should be addressed to lA. Cooper, clo Leicestershire
 
Museum, 96 New Walk, Leicester lEI 6TD."
 

3. BRITAIN BEFORE MAN - A NEW MAJOR EXHIBIT IN THE
 
GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM, LONDON
 

A new major permanent exhibition, Britain before Man, was opened at the
 
Geological Museum, Exhibition Road, South Kensington on 29th October 1977. The
 
exhibition presents the story of the British Isles through geological time in a form
 
especially suitable for the "man in the street".
 

In essence the exhibition tells a story in which four long and peaceful eras, when 
layers of rock were gently laid down under the sea or on land, are separated by shorter 
turbulent episodes dUring which the layers were bent and broken, volcanoes and 
earthquakes were active, and mountain ranges built. In the exhibition the peaceful 
eras are represented by four bays in which a simple storyline is backed up by large 
and impressive rock specimens, dioramas, models, paintings, photographs and detailed 
text panels. The turbulent episodes have a different type of display centred on a sound 
commentary which relates the violent events in Britain to their underlying cause, the 
drift and collision of the continents. In addition to all this, there is an important 
fust section of the exhibition which deals with the enormously long and little-known 
span of Precambrian time. 

On the left of the entrance to the exhibition is a large relief map of the British 
Isles on to which are projected the major geological divisions and which tilts in 
blocks to show the main structural storeys down to the base of the Earth's crust. 
Associated with it are displays explaining how the separate storeys came into 
existence and, rather more technical, three models showing what the British crust 
might look like if the structural storeys could be removed one by one. 

Next on the left, inside the exhibition, is a small projection theatre shOWing a 
programme entitled Britain from the Beginning. This utilises the very successful 
'tracking panorama' technique, used in the 'First 1000 Million Years' in the 'Story 
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of the Earth', in combination with slides. Reconstmctions of the geological environ
ments moving past on the screen alternate with stills of the rocks produced in those 
environments as they are exposed today. 

The static displays are:
The Dark Ages Precambrian time constitutes the fust 4000 million years of Earth 
history, though there is no record in British Precambrian rocks of the fust 1600 
million years of this era. For much of it we know only of events that occurred deep 
in the crust and which moulded the ancient crystalline foundation of the British 
Isles. But in the last 400 million years, there is evidence of river plains and sea-troughs 
in which the Highland rocks were deposited, and in South Britain, of extensive 
volcanic activity. 

The Era ofMud is the 'oceanic' phase of development from 600 to 400 million years 
ago, when the northern and southern halves of the British Isles lay on opposite sides 
of a gradually closing ocean. Huge thicknesses of muddy sediment arid volcanic rock 
deposited at the edges of the ocean were crumpled up when the two sides collided in 
the 'Caledonian' mountain-building episode. 

Continent, Coral Seas, Coal Forests The land of mountains, lakes and rivers in which 
the Old Red Sandstone was laid down was gently flooded by the warm coral sea 
which deposited the Carboniferous Limestone. This sea was edged out by the river 
deltas of the Millstone Grit, on the tops of which eventually flourished the endless, 
luxuriant swamp-forests whose decay gave rise to the coal seams of the Coal Measures. 
This humid equatorial environment was disrupted by the Variscan mountain-building 
which left the British Isles in the arid interior of the supercontinent of Pangaea. 

Baking Deserts and Tropical Seas The hot, arid desert of the Permian and Triassic 
Periods, with its inland seas and salt lakes, was quietly flooded by the warm lurassic 
Sea with its abundant animal life. Later on, shallowing and emersion enabled dinosaurs 
to roam Southern England before all was flooded under the vast Chalk Sea as the 
Atlantic Ocean opened out. When the Chalk Sea retreated, the dinosaurs had vanished; 
rivers and muddy seas occupied England during the early Tertiary Period while 
volcanoes erupted in Antrim and the Hebrides. The distant pulses from the Alpine 
mountain-building put the last touches to the geological structure of the British Isles. 

The Ice Age While cycles of uplift, tilting and erosion shaped the emergent land of 
Britain, world climate cooled. Eventually, glaciers established themselves in Britain 
around 75Cf,boO years ago and grew into ice-sheets. Between advances of the ice, 
temperate conditions prevailed. In the later temperate inlerglacials, primitive man 
established himself in England. Finally, in the midiHe of the last glacial period, modern 
man appeared; the last two displays show a possible encounter between modern and 
neanderthal man and, as a postscript, the profound effects of modern man on the 
landscape. 

A visitor to the exhibition reports:

''The new exhibition, "Britain Before Man" at the Geological Museum aims to 
display in visual and readily understandable form the story of the geology of Britain 
from "the earliest recognizable events to the arrival of Man". To this end it utilizes 
a wide range of interpretative techniques and presents slides, paintings, block diagrams, 
display panels and rock specimens artistically and colourfully. 
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The theme of the exhibition is split into four main sections, each divided by the 
major orogenic episodes. Four bays depict the Precambrian, Lower Palaeozoic, 
Devonian and Carboniferous and Perrnian to Palaeogene with the Ice Age included in 
a fifth. Each panel is standardised and presents information on the distribution of the 
outcrop of each system, specimens of the major rock types, slides and a descriptive 
text on its palaeogeography. Several novel techniques have been used, including for 
each section a map of the distribution of land and sea at that time as if seen from a 
satellite. The orogenic events are depicted between the relevant bays by slides on 
small screens with a short commentary relayed by te-lephone. A large scale model 
(temporarily out of order at the time of my visit) shows major structures within the 
Earth's crust. . 

The exlubit is introduced by a programme of moving and static slides accompanied 
by a very simplified commentary entitled "Britain from the Beginning". The main 
exhibition finishes at the emergence of Modern Man but includes a small final panel 
showing the constructive and destructive effects of Man shaping the British land
scape. 

The exhibit is cleverly divided up into large, largely visual, summary panels but 
additional detail is provided in smaller panels for those with more than a general 
interest. In this way and by the use of several unusual methods of depiction, this 
attractive and interesting exhibition should have a wide educational appeal." 

4. THE GEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION REVIEW 

Last year the Cambridge University Press published the two volumes of the 
Nature Conservation Review on behalf of the Nature Conservancy Council. The Review 
describes the range of habitats in Britain and identified over 700 key localities, whose 
flora and fauna are of outstanding importance to conservation. 

Shortly after the appearance of the Nature Conservation Review, in October 1977, 
work commenced on the preparation of the Geological Conservation Review, in 
accordance with a decision taken by the Nature Conservancy Council in December 
1974. The Geological Conservation Review is to be broadly similar to its biological 
analogue and will identify those localities in Britain whose conservation is regarded as 
essential for the continued prosecution of geological education and research. These 
localities will be of national or international significance to the earth sciences and will 
include the numerous designated type sections, sites of historical merit and the 
smallest number of other localities required to demonstrate the geology and 
geomorphology of Britain. 

Shortly after the decision to prepare the Review had been taken, a working party, 
under the chairmanship of Dr D. A. Bassett, was set up to consider how best the 
Review could be prepared. At an early stage it was realised that the work fell into 
three separate, but closely related, parts - a relatively small speleological section, a 
section on Quaternary and geomorphologicallocalities and a major section on sites 
of geological interest. The preparation of the speleological section has been entrusted 
to a consortium of the National Caving Association and the Br~tish Cave Research 
Association under a contract which came into force on I st October 1977 and which 
runs for three years. Discussions over the part of the Review concerned with 
Quaternary and geomorphologicallocalities still continue but no conclusion has yet 
been reached. 

The geological part of the Review is to be prepared in-house largely by using the 
expertise of temporarily employed staff specially employed on the project, mostly 
recently-graduated Ph.D's. The Review has been divided into about forty units and 
each is to be entrusted to a single geologist recruited specifically for the relevance of 
his post-graduate experience. Work on the fust unit started on 3rd October 1977 
and currently five chapters of the Review covering the Arenig and Llanvirn Series, the 
Aalenian and Bajocian stages, the Upper Cretaceous, the Ordovician igneous rocks of 
Wales, and the Tertiary Volcanic Districts are in preparation. No single unit has yet 
been completed - further reports of the progress of the Review will appear in 
subsequent numbers of this arcuw. 

, 
The start of work on the Geological Conservation Review has led, to a large 

extent, to the suspension of work on the Section's systematic revision of SSSI 
coverage, the results of which have been reported extensively in previous numbers of 
this Circuw. Work on each part of the revision programme is to be brought to a stage 
where the results can form a worthwhile preliminary contribution to the Review. This 
has already been achieved in the revision of the Lewisian (Information Circular 13, 
p. 8). Revision of the Moine System began in September 1976 (Information Circular 
12, pp 1O~11) with an extensive desk study of the existing coverage, including not 
only localities scheduled specifically for their geological interest but also the large 
upland biological SSSI'swhich are such a feature of Northern Scotland. Many of these 
were found to contain areas of considerable geological interest whose existence had 
not previously been recognised. Fieldwork has now been brought to completion and 
all the forty localities, nominated by the 76 experts consulted over the project, have 
been inspected. . 

The revision of the coverage of the Precambrian rocks of England and Wales 
(Information Circular 13, p. 8) still continues. The preliminary meetings with experts 
were completed by May 1977, and many of the localities proposed for conservation 
were inspected in the summer of 1977. Some remain to be visited in the early summer 
of 1978, when it is expected this project will reach a stage at which it can be conven
iently suspended. 

5. FIELD FACILITIES IN THE EARTH SCIENCES 

Wren's Nest NNR, West Midlands 

This arcular (12, p. 7) reported the excavation of two new exposures in Wren's 
Nest NNR, one of the most popular geological educational areas in the Midlands. These 
together provide a section through the Silurian strata of the hill from the top of the 
Wenlock Shale to a horizon now recognised as lying some forty feet above the base of 
the Lower Ludlow Shales. Since the appearance of the earlier report, officers of the 
Institute of Geological Sciences have measured and sampled the new sections and have 
named the fossils they contain. 

The Conservancy has already published two gUides to Wren's Nest. The earlier, 
which appeared in 1967, contained accounts of the geology and the economic history 
of the hill and two nature trails, one elementary, and the other advanced. This 
publication has long been out of print. Shortly after its publication, the routes taken 
by the trails became endangered by subsidence in old limestone workings and it was 
necessary to supplant the old routes by a new circuit of the hill which avoided the 
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Wren's Nest NNR, West Midlands. The trench exposure Plate S. 
described in the newly published "Geological Harr:ibook 
for the Wren's Nest National Reserve", under 
construction 
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dangerous areas. A guide to this new trail appeared in 1974; only one route was used, 
but information on two academie-levelsdifferentiated by type face was supplied. 
This publication did not reprint the chapters on geology or on the history of mineral 
extraction carried by its predecessor. The trail guide is still readily available, price 
ISp plus postage. 

The Section has recently published a "Geological Handbook of the Wren's Nest 
National Nature Reserve ': price 20p plus postage. This provides a new account of the 
geology of the hill, describes the exposures cut by the Conservancy in 1977 and 
contains a reprint of the economic history chapter from the 1967 Guide. It thus gives 
the latest geological information on the Reserve, supplements the Nature Trail by 
including a detailed table of the sequence of strata seen in the new exposures and 
makes available once again a full account of the history of the old workings. It is 
illustrated by eight photographs, eleven fossil drawings and an accurate map of the 
new trench and quarry outcrops and marks a further development in the geological 
facilities of the Reserve. 

Dr D. E. White contributed the account of the geology and Dr R. J. O. Bamboo 
the records of the new sections, both by permission of the Director of the Institute 
of Geological Sciences. The chapter on economic history was written by Dr G. T. 
Warwick of the DepartIn:ent of Geography, the University of Birmingham. 

Glen Roy NNR, Highland Region 

The educational facilities on this Reserve have recently been improved by the 
installation of a completely revised information plaque at the car park from which 
the traditional view of the Parallel Roads is obtained. The new plaque provides a 
largely pictorial explanation of the origin of the Roads and is designed for visitors 
with no knowledge of the earth sciences. It thus supplements the booklet, written by 
Dr Sissons of Edinburgh University and published last year, which caters for an 
audience more familiar with the study of geomorphology. 

Site Clearance in the Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire 

From November 1977 to March 1978 the Section carried out a progranune of 
geological site rehabilitation on Forestry Commission land in the Forest of Dean, 
Gloucestershire.Jn the Soudley ilrea eleven major localities have been cleaned to 
create two rela ted geological trails giving a transect across the geology of the Forest 
of Dean Syncline. The sites show Old Red Sandstone, Carboniferous limestone, 
Drybrook Sandstone and Coal Measures; they provide extensive exposures of 
obvious structural and sedimentary features of great teaching value. The cleaned sites 
are already in regular use by the local field centres and schools from adjoining counties 
and have been visited by college and school parties from further afield. It is intended 
to produce a trail guide covering the new exposures in collaboration with Bristol City 
Museum and the Parkend Field Centre and to improve further quarries near the 
Wilderness Field Centre. When this has been done, it is hoped the new facilities will 
attract students from the vulnerable fossil bearing localities in the Welsh Borderlands. 
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Duckmanton Railway Cutting SSSI, Derbyshire 

As reported in Information Circular 11 (p. 9), this cutting, which has been defined 
as the international boundary stratotype for the Westphalian A - Westphalian B stage 
boundary, was acquired by the Derbyshire Naturalists Trust as their first geological 
nature reserve. A guide has now been published by the Trust and describes the 
exposures of Coal Measures rocks present within the Duckrnanton Railway Cutting 
SSSI, Derbyshire. The guide was written in consultation with Dr M. A. Calver of 
the Institute of Geological Sciences and with the Section, and was grant-aided by the 
NCe. It contains information on the sedimentology, palaeontology and stratigraphy 
of the rocks within the site, and suggests exercises which may be carried out there. 
It is hoped that this new educational facility will be sufficiently attractive to relieve 
the pressure on a number of sensitive and over-used localities in adjacent parts of 
Derbyshire and the Peak District. Copies of the guide are available from Dr A. J. 
Deadman, Conservation Officer, Derbyshire Naturalists' Trust, Estate Office, Twyford, 
Barrow-on-Trent, Derby DE7 1HJ, price 20p. 

Burrator Quarry PSSSf, Devon 

The Section has advised the Dartmoor National Park Authority on the geological 
interest of Burrator Quarry PSSSI, Devon, where the contact of the Dartmoor granite 
and the surrounding Devonian slates is exposed. Large quantities of spoil have been 
tipped within the site, obscuring many of the interesting contact phenomena, and the 
National Park Authority are now instigating procedures to have the interest reinstated. 

Ashf"Ield Brick Pit SSSI, South Yorkshire 

Members of the Section are at present engaged in negotiations with the British 
Steel Corporation, the South Yorkshire County Council and the Doncaster District 
Council to try and arrange for the reinstatement of the geological interest at Ashfield 
Brick Pit SSSI, South Yorkshire. It appears that material tipped by the British Steel 
Corporation has spilled over into an area, designated for conservation in the original 
planning consent, in which the unconformity between the Coal Measures and the 
Magnesian Limestone is exposed. The Conservancy is pressing for this area to be 
re-excavated. 

Harefield Chalk Pit SSSI, GLe 

The Section has been involved in talks with the owners of Harefield Chalk Pit SSSI, 
the GLC and the Harrow and Ruislip Geological Society, concerning the latter's offer to 
"adopt" the well known exposures of Chalk and Tertiary rocks found in the pit. The 
talks have been successful and the Society has already undertaken some manual 
cleaning of the rock faces. 

Exhibit on Practical Geological Conservation 

The Section's new exhibit, entitled "Practical Geological Conservation", has been 
shown at a number of venues during the year including the Geologists' Association 
Annual Reunion in London, the Annual Conference of the.Palaeontological Asoociation 
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at Reading and the Third Meeting of the British Geological Societies in Swansea. The 
exhibit has as its theme the numerous site cleaning projects in which the Section has 
been involved on geological localities in the West Midlands, the Welsh Borderlands, the 
Cotswolds, Oxfordshire, Wiltshire, Kent and Norfolk. 

6. REGIONAL REPORT 

As reported in Information Circular 13 (p. 9), the Section has prepared a report 
entitled "Orkney - Localities ofGeological and Geomorphological Importance': 
This work is a companion volume to the reports on Shetland (1976) and the Outer 
Hebrides (1977) and completes the trilogy describing the earth science interest of the 
Scottish island groups currently threatened by oil-based development. 

The rocks of Orkney provide a unique opportunity to trace in detail a long succes
sion of palaeo-environmental change. Further, they contain evidence of former fish 
faunas which, dating from a time of rapid development, are of great importance to 
our understanding of piscine evolution. The islands are also of great importance to 
geomorphologists. They show a great range of coastal types, from some of the highest 
and best developed cliff-lines in Britain to a wide variety of shingle depositional 
features, and also contain some of the most extensive machairs outside the Outer 
Hebrides. The glacial history of Orkney, although not yet fully established, offers 
many opportunities for future research. 

The development of oil fields in the northern North Sea and the continuing search 
for oil and gas in the waters to the west, could pose serious threats to the continued 
existence of many of the features of scientific interest to be found in Orkney today. 
Should the deposits of uranium ore known to occur in Orkney prove to be of economic 
quality, further threats may arise. Developments related to the production of oil or 
uranium will undoubtedly lead to increased demands for land, raw materials and a 
wide range of facilities, and their effects will not be confined to the neighbourhood 
of the new industrial sites but will be experienced by the archipelago as a whole. 
Accordingly the Geology & Physiography Section has prepared this Report to identify 
the localities of greatest significance to the earth sciences on a firm, factual basis. 

Many experts with a wide range of special knowledge of the geology and 
geomorphology of Orkney were consulted and advice was sought in identifying the 
most significant localities. Members of the Section, principally Mrs C. J. Newstead 
and Miss E. A. }.fcQuhae, then spent a total of two months examining each of the 
localities proposed. On the basis of these consultations and the consequent fieldwork, 
a draft report was drawn up and circllIated around the expert advisors for comment. 
From this much modified original draft, the final published report has been prepared. 

The Report provides a statement of the geological and geomorphological interest of 
Orkney, together with a provisional assessment of the most important localities for 
conservation. The evaluations have been undertaken in advance of a more general 
review of geological and geomorphological sites for Great Britam as a whole, which is 
currently being undertaken by the Nature Conservancy Council, and which may 
result in some amendment of assessments in this document (See p. 14) 
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Plate 6.	 Yesnaby Castle, Mainland, Orkney. Fine example of a sea stack cut in the Yesnaby 
Sandstone Formation and showing cross-bedded aeolian sandstones overlain by 
lacustrine sandstones. 
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Plate 7.	 Rackwick, Hay, Orkney. View to the north-west along the shingle stonn beach at 
Rackwick, showing the steep slopes of the glacially enlarged valley and drift deposits 
in its base. Lower Eday Sandstone outcrops at the foot of the hills and is covered 
unconformably by Hoy Volcanics, comprising lava overlying a considerable thickness 
of tuffaceous sediments. The Hoy Sandstone fonns the upper half of the hill. 



7. PUBLIC INQUIRIES 

Barnhill Quarry SSSI, Avon 

During most of November 1977 a public inquiry was sitting to consider an appeal 
against a refusal of permission for the tipping of household refuse in Barnhill Quarry 
SSSI, Avon. The Section gave evidence relating to the scientific important of the fUle 
exposures of Carboniferous and Rhaetic strata within the quarry, and recommended 
modifications to the tipping plan which would allow this interest to be adequately 
safeguarded. The outcome of this inquiry is not yet known. 

St. Erth Sand Pits SSSI, Cornwall 

A public inquiry into an application for outline planning permission to build 
houses on land surrounding the southern part of S1. Erth Sand Pits SSSI, Cornwall 
was called for the 23rd February 1978 but was later postponed. The pits within the 
SSSI have been dug in unique deposits of controversial age, either Pliocene or 
Pleistocene; they have yielded a fauna of over 500 species of marine fossils. The 
Section had prepared evidence on the scientific importance of this site and intended 
to press for an area of land to be left undeveloped around the pits, so that it might 
prove possible for further research to be undertaken on the deposits. Silpport for the 
conservation of the SSSI was obtained from a number of national experts. When the 
inquiry is recalled, or when a modified development application is submitted as is 
thought likely, a full scientific case for the retention of the status quo in the SSSI 
will be presented. 

8. STRATEGIC PLANS AND THE EARTH SCIENCES 

Kent Structure Plan 

As part of the consultation process for the Draft Kent Structure Plan, members of 
the Section provided comments on those aspects of the Plan with implications for 
earth science conservation. In particular, specialised advice was given on the sections 
dealing with coastal development, mineral extraction and policy, and waste disposal, 
as well as a number of general comments on other sections. It is expected that an 
opportunity to amplify these initial observations will arise at the Examination in 
Public of the Plan. 

Dungeness Local Structure Plan, Kent I 

The preparation of a Draft Local Plan for Dungerness has provided an opportunity 
for representatives of a number of statutory and voluntary bodies to prepare a joint 
report entitled "Nature Conservation at Dungeness: The Report of a Working Group". 
The Section, greatly aided by expert advice from Professor C. Kidson. Department of 
Geography, University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, contibuted a geomorphological 
appraisal of this vast shingle cuspate foreland. Despite the extensive damage arising 
from power station construction, gravel extraction, water abstraction and military 
activities, the site still retains areas of relatively undisturbed shingle ridges. These 
enable a chronology to be established both for the evolution of Dungeness itself and 
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for the interpretation of major shoreline changes and sea level fluctuations along the 
south coast of England. It is hoped that the recommendations of the report will be 
adoped and so ensure that the geomorphological importance of the area is not further 
jeopardized. 

East Sussex Minerals Subject Pian 

In connection with the East Sussex County Council's Minerals Subject Plan, the 
Conservancy has been consulted over an area around Rye Harbour, Sussex, which 
has long been subject to sand and shingle extraction on a large scale but which is 
also of geomorphological importance for the sequence of shingle ridges it contains. 
These provide evidence relating to the evolution of the area in historical times, and 
although extraction has reduced the interest considerably, the highly significant ridges 
in the vicinity of Camber Castle remain undisturbed. It has been recommended that no 
further extraction can be permitted here if the scientific interest of the area is to 
survive. Contact with geomorphologists having an interest in this area or experience 
in the study of shingle ridge development in general would be helpful. 

Report on Coastal Erosion in East Sussex 

The Section has contributed to the comments made by the Conservancy on a Report 
produced on coastal erosion problems in East Sussex. The need to leave the stretches of 
coast of very high scientific interest unprotected so that their interest is maintained 
at a high level has been stressed and comments have been made on coast protection 
and erosion problems in general, especially in favour of those methods of management 
which can improve the scientific potential. 

Waste Disposal in Buckinghamshire 

The Section, in conjunction with regional colleagues, discussed liaison procedures 
for those SSSI's which may be considered for waste disposal with the Buckinghamshire 
County Council Waste Disposal Officer. Consultation on SSSI's likely to be affected 
was agreed, and it was pointed out that refuse disposal and geological conservation 
were not necessarily incompatible, as long as landfill sites were designed and operated 
in a fashion which would ensure the survival of the scientific interest. The decision as 
to whether or not a site should be used for refuse disposal should be decided at the 
planning, rather than the licencing, stage as this would ensure that adequate safeguards 
can be incorporated into any planning consent that may be granted. 

Dorset Standing Conference on Countryside Matters 

During the course of 1977 members of the Section have sat.on two occasions on a 
Geological Conservation Panel formed under the auspices of the Dorset Standing 
Conference on Countryside Matters. This Panel has been considering methods of 
contending the regrettable and often dangerous methods being used by some collectors 
in their despoliation of the county's fossil localities. The Panel has recommended that 
the six maritime District Councils within Dorset make Orders restricting large scale 
extraction at fossil sites to licensed individuals and organisations. 
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Recreation and interpretative plan for Riverside, Sunderland, Tyne and Wear 

The Section has been consulted, via North-East Region, on the Riverside (Wear) 
Subject Plan, prepared by the Sunderland Borough Council. The area under con
sideration includes three geological SSSl's - Claxheugh Rock, Ford Quarry and Wear 
Riverbank - and advice has been supplied as to the types of recreational and inter
pretative facilities which would be appropriate. The Section will also be involved at 
a later stage when the PIan is implemented. 

9. ro-oPERATION IN CONSERVATION 

Chesil Beach SSSI, Dorset 

As reported in Information Circular 13 (p. 11), the existing planning permissions 
which allow the extraction of gravel from the western end of Chesil Beach come up 
fClr renewal later this year. The Conservancy will be asked to advise Dorset County 
Council of the effects of future extraction on the scientific interest of the beach. The 
Section are currently collating evidence on the educational and research usage of the 
area to ensure that this internationally important site is not damaged by future gravel 
extraction and would be most interested to learn of past and present research projects 
in the area, especially those which remain unpublished. In addition, details of the 
visits made by field parties to Chesil would he helpful. 

Wurt Pit PSSSI, Somerset 

A planning application for the infilling of this important closed depression in the 
Mendip Hills in order to return the land to argricultural use has been received. It 
would be much appreciated if readers who know the site or who regularly use it for 
fieldwork would contact the Section which is at present preparing the scientific case 
for the conservation of the site. 

Blakeney "Esker,j SSSI, Norfolk 

Since 1953, planning permission has existed for further sand and gravel extraction 
from this important site and it has been learned informally that this option might 
soon be taken up. It would be most helpful if readers with an interest in the area, or 
having knowledge of any recent work carried out there, would contact the Section 
so that we can provide'the planning authority with an up to date account of the site's 
significance. 

School Second Tier Site Recording Scheme 

The scheme, initiated by the Section during 1976, encourages schools, local 
geological societies and other interested organisations and individuals to record sites 
of educational value within their area (see Information Circular 12, p. 9). In the past 
year the scheme has been joined by schools in Worthing, Ludlow, and Middlesbrough, 
and by a local authority field centre in lincolnshire. Since the work is essentially 
long-term, no results are yet available, but it is intended that the information collected 
by this project will eventually be included within the Geological Curators' Group 
data bank, and will be used to identify localities which can provide alternatives to 
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classic, already over-used, sites. (See above pp. 9). 

Hydrological Problems 

The Section have been involved in a number of localities where development
 
proposals threaten the existence of important wetland sites; any hydrological
 
information on the follOWing sites would be most welcome:-


Dumbleton Dingle SSSI, Worcs. Proposed opencast coal mining within the catchment 
of this site may af(ect the water quality of a stream and the general hydrology of the 
area. Planning permission has been refused for the development but the case may go 
to appeal. 

Abbots Moss SSSI, Cheshire. Extraction of sand and gravel is proposed adjacent to 
this site and the Conservancy are concerned over the effect on the water-table of 
Abbots Moss. 

Oxford - Birmingham New Route 

Details have just been received of the preferred route for the above road from the 
Department of Transport, including information on the location of boreholes and 
trial pits between Souldern (Oxfordshire) and Banbury. Anyone interested in seeing 
the records of these temporary exposures should contact Mr D. W. Roberts, at the 
Department of Transport, Eastern Road Construction Unit, Planar House, Walton 
Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP21 7QJ, quoting reference 2E 440/7/01. 

10. SITE NEWS 

Waltono()o-the-Naze SSSI, Essex 

As reported in Information Circular 13, (pp. 11-12), there have been protracted 
discussions over proposals to construct coast defence works to the north of Walton-on
the-Naze beyond the Tower Breakwater. Members of the Section met with the Chief 
Technical Officer of Tendring District Council to discuss these proposals, and 
suggested modifications to the design - principally the construction of a berm along 
the base of the Red Crag outcrop - which would allow for conservation of the 
internationally important geological exposures, whilst giving the coast an adequate 
degree of protection. 

Recently, however, tW9 unexpected developments have occurred which have 
frustrated all our previous attempts to find a compromise solution. Firstly, the 
Section has learned, as a result of the article in Circular 13, that the London Clay 
exposed on the foreshore and at the foot of the cliffs has been discovered to contain 
a very rich Eocene bird fauna, considered by experts to be the richest avifauna of 
this age yet found anywhere in the world. The Section clearly has a responsibility to 
try and preserve the exposures which yield this unique material for long-term 
geological research in the future; in these 'circumstances our previous suggested 
compromise, concentrating as it did on the Red Crag exposures, is clearly no longer 
acceptable, The second new development, however, also breaks the proposed com
promise as the District Council has recently submitted plans to the Department of 
the Environment for coastal works which take no account of our suggested modifi
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cations. The plans if implemented, would result in the total obliteration of all the 
exposures at the Naze, Red Crag and London Oay alike. The scheme would destroy 
the type-section of the Waltonian Stage, taken as the base of the Pleistocene System 
in Great Britain and consequently used on a worldwide scale for correlation, as 
well as the uniquely fossiliferous London Clay below. In view of the international 
importance of this SSSI in two separate fields of geology, the Conservancy has 
submitted an objection to the District Council's proposals couched in the strongest 
possible tenns. 

Greenleighton Quarry SSSI, Northumberland 

Meetings have been held with the quarry operators and the Reclamation Section 
of the Northumberland County Council, in order to draw up an agreed restoration 
programme which would allow for the conservation of the important Carboniferous 
sections the quarry provides. These are of considerable stratigraphic importance since 
they yield the lowest known Namurian goniatites in the north Pennine region, and 
thus put an upper limit on the age of the underlying Great Limestore which is used 
as a marker horizon over a wide area. 

Pitstone Quarry SSSI, Bucks. 

An agreement has been reached between Buckinghamshire County Council, the 
Tunnel Cement Company and the NCC to safeguard a face in this large Chalk quarry 
when it is no longer worked. The face contains a large ice wedge cut in Chalk and also 
shows fine examples of involutions developed in the overlying gravels. Provision has 
been made for the conservation of further faces in the quarry should these, on 
extraction, prove to have sufficient interest. Intending visitors should contact the 
General Manager, Mr Goddard, Tunnel Cement Ltd., Pitstone Quarry Works, Pitstone, 
Bucks., 

Neath and MeUte SSSI, Powys 

The Forestry Commission have been advised of the consequences their proposals 
to afforest a large area at Penderyn, within the Neath & Mellte SSSI, will have on the 
earth science interests of this extensive and important site. Recommendations have 
been made, which, if implemented, will modify the area to be planted and will confine 
the impact of this controversial scheme to areas of low earth science interest while 
safeguarding the structurally important localities on the Craig y Dinas - Penderyn 
Foel ridge. 

Portland SSSI, Dorset 

Developments within this SSSI have been reported in previous numbers of this 
circular (i2, p. 16; 13, p. 14). The Section has recently given advice to Dorset County 

.Council on potential refuse disposal sites on the island. The disused quarry complexes 
in the northern half of the island have considerable geological interest and the areas of 
outstanding merit have been pointed out to the County Council so that conservation 
needs can be taken into account when their future tipping strategy is planned. 
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Farlington Redoubt SSSI, Hants., 

During construction of a North Sea Gas pumping station at Farlington Redoubt, 
much of the exposure of Upper Chalk was accidentally obscured. Recent talks with 
the Gas Council have resulted in their agreeing to recreate a complete Chalk section 
under the supervision of Section staff. 

Sand Dune Management 

During the year the Section has provided advice on a wide variety of sand dune 
problems. The large number of visitors to the dune system at Ynyslas at the mouth 
of the Dovey Estuary has caused an extension of corridor blowouts which could 
affect the main boardwalk between the car park and the beach. A phased programme 
of sand fencing and marram planting with assistance from the British Trust for 
Conservation Volunteers has accordingly been initiated. 

Although the dune system at Eskmeals, Cumbria is not yet subject to high 
recreational usage, the dynamic nature of some of the high dunes it contains and 
the fragility of the vegetative cover suggested that a management plan should be 
prepared before damage occurred. The system was therefore appraised and guide
lines on future management provided. 

The attractiveness of the dunes and beach at Oxwich NNR has led to extensive 
recreational use. Serious problems caused by erosion and trampling have arisen in 
parts of the Reserve and a dune stabilisation and rehabilitation scheme has been 
drawn up. The need for fencing measures and restrictions on access will be explained 
to the public at the Reserve's visitor centre. 

Advice was given to Cornwall County Council and to a sand extractor on measures 
to combat the problems caused by the spread of wind-blown sand on to roads and 
residential property around Gwithian (See Circular 13, p. 11). At Croyde Bay, Devon, 
the excessive recreational use made of a small dune system has required the formu
lation of a detailed plan with the advice of the Section. 

Visits have been made to Northern Ireland and Eire to discuss sand dune 
management techniques. A conference in Co. Wexford organised for local authority 
representatives by An Foras Forbartha on 'The Planning for the Use of Irish Sand 
Dunes' provided an opportunity to outline work in the UK and to visit several Irish 
sand dune problem areas. In Northern Ireland, discussions were held with 
representatives from DoE, Naturalists Trusts and the New University of Ulster, and 
dune restoration sites visited. 

Hydrological Advice 

The Section have provided hydrological advice on the future gravel extraction 
policy for Thatcham Reed Beds, Berks., and also at Upper Waterhay Meadows, Wilts., 
and have commented on the implications of the storage and application of sewage 
sludge for areas immediately adjacent to Hartland Moor NNR, Dorset. Appraisal was 
made of the effects of a drainage and channel straightening scheme which could 
threaten the hydmlogy of Aqualate Mere, Staffs., and its surrounding area and 
advice was provided on the hydrological implications of a large reclamation scheme 
at Dibden Bay, Hants., a site of ornithological importance, to the Local Naturalists Trust. 
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE GEOLOGY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY SECTION 
CURRENTLY AVAILAB LE 

The Geology and Fhysiography Section will be pleased to supply the following 
publications on receipt of the appropriate remittance plus postage:-

Inverpolly NNR. Knockan OiffGeological Trail (revised 1974) 5p (25gm) 
Wren's Nest NNR. Geological Trail (revised 1974) 15p (55gm) 
Wren's Nest NNR. Geological Handbook (by Drs Hamblin, Warwick 20p (70gm) 

& White et af) (1978) 
Fyfield Down NNR. Geomorphological Trail (by Dr M. J. Clark ~Op(55gm) 

et af) (1975) 
Fyfield Down NNR. Student Worksheets per set lOp (65gm) 
Glen Roy NNR. The Parallel Roads of Glen Roy (by Dr J. B. 15p (65gm) 

Sissons) (I 977) 
Mortimer Forest Geological Trail (by Dr J. D. Lawson) (1977) 15p (60gm) 
Conservation & the Earth Sciences (1977) Free (l5gm) 

In addition ba'ck numbers of the Information Circular are available; please send 
an appropriately stamped self-addressed envelope with your request. (No. 13 
weighed 30gm, No. 12 weighed 35gm; No. 11, 25gm; No. 10, 50gm while egrlier 
copies average 30gm each). 

THE PALAEONTOWGICAL ASSOCIATION - CONSERVATION FUND FOR 1978 

This fund is available for the purchase or long-lease of geological sites of 
palaeontological importance. Up to £100 annually can be awarded at the discretion 
of Council. Organisations concerned with conservation are now invited to submit 
applications for grants from the fund for 1978. Applications should contain all the 
relevant details of the site and conditions of its purchase or long-lease, and should be 
addressed to the Secretary of the Palaeontological Association: Dr. C.T. Scrutton, 
Department of Geology, The University, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NEl 7RU. 

The opinions expressed by the contributors to this Circular are not necessarily 
those of the Nature Conservancy Council. 
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